
SAMPLE ONLY- LAW2101 Contract A Exam Notes 

1 Offer 

Contract=“A contract is a legally binding promise or agreement” among other definitions  

Offer= a deal, a proposal, a manifestation of willingness to enter into a bargain 

What constitutes an offer? 

- Conduct or words  

- It doesn’t matter if you subjectively didn’t intend the offer because the courts determine objectively if a rp in 

offeree’s position would have thought you were making an offer- Carlil v Carbolic Smoke Ball 

- The offer must not be a “mere puff”- it must be substantial/ sincere on the part of the offeror- Carlil v 

Carbolic Smoke Ball 

- The language must be sufficiently certain and promissory- Gibson v Manchester council  

- Lord Denning- CoA- Gibson v Manchester- can determine if there is an agreement by looking at the factual 

matrix, non-conventional persuasive approach   

- Lord Diplock- House of Lords- Gibson v Manchester- use the conventional approach of offer and then 

acceptance to find an agreement  

Unilateral: placing a reward for finding a lost dog- only ONE promise is made. Complete performance by the offeree 

is acceptance of the offer. The only one that has obligations is the offeror- they must dish money out when 

performance occurs but there is no obligation for ANY offeree to come forward open contract.  

- It is possible to make an offer to the public at large - Carlil v Carbolic Smoke Ball 

- See Carlil v Carbolic, Mobil Oil v Wellcome 

Bilateral: a normal 2 way contract where TWO promises are made- I promise to fix your fence, you promise to pay 

me $50- something is promised in return for my promise. The two promises are executory.  

- See all other cases basically  

Executory: performance of the promise/ contract is yet to occur 

Executed: performance of the promise/ contract has occurred  

Ticket cases- MacRobertson Miller Airlines v Commissioner of State Taxation  

- 2 approaches, both correct/ can be used  

- Barwick CJ 

- A ticket is not a contract but a receipt of pre=payment of the fare and way of reserving your seat on the 

plane 

- The passenger makes an offer by rocking up on the day to board the vessel/ plane etc  

- The carrier/ airline then accepts that offer at their own discretion by carrying the passenger 

- If the airline refuses to carry you even though you have a valid ticket that has been paid for, they are not 

liable for breach of contract.  

- Stephen J: traditional approach  
- Ticket constitutes an offer by the airline capable of acceptance or rejection by the passenger when he/she 

has had reasonable opportunity to read the condition 
- Thus ticket only records terms of an offer, not an agreement  

In both cases, there is acceptance by conduct.  
 
ITT’s  

- Display of goods in shops is an ITT and taking it to the counter is an offer to buy- Boots Cash Chemists  
- ETA s14B: 
- (1) online adverts are ITT’s if they are not addressed to specific parties and are generally accessible. BUT if 

the online ad clearly indicates an intention to be bound if acceptance occurs, then it is an offer, not an ITT. 
- (2) This extends to interactive applications for the placement of orders through information systems. 
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CISG: Offer Article 14 describes an offer and ITT 

• Offer: a proposal to one or more parties that is sufficiently definite and indicates the intention of the offeror to 
be bound in case of acceptance.  

• Sufficiently definite: proposal must indicate the goods and expressly or implicitly fixes or makes provision for 
determining the quantity and the price 

• ITT: A proposal not addressed to one or more specific persons, unless the contrary is clearly indicated by the 
person making the proposal 

 
Auctions- AGC v McWhirter- Holland J 

- Auction is an ITT 
- Offer is the bid  
- Acceptance is the auctioneers “fall of the hammer” to whichever bid they choose- it may not necessarily be 

the highest bid 
- The highest bidder is not immediately the conditional purchaser 
- In auctions with reserve, bids below reserve are not considered 

 
Tenders 

- Tender: a bid drafted up by a party to compete against other tenders for a deal- usually a big construction 
deal. Tender submission is like a blind auction  

- General rule: request for tenders= ITT, tender= offer 
- Exception: tenders and thus auctions can be considered offers, despite the wording of the request for 

tenders, IF the vendor/ person asking for tenders promises to accept the highest bid- Harvela referential 
bid case   

- Referential bids/ bids that refer to other bids: the question of whether referential bids should be excluded 
relies on the presumed intention of the vendors in writing the offer to tender. When reading the invitation 
as a whole, it is inconsistent with the allowance of referential bids.-  Harvela 

- A call for tenders can create another baby ancillary contract surrounding how the tender process is 
conducted- Hughes 

- There is a strong element of good faith in considering tenders- you need to evaluate them all fairly- Hughes  
- Government tenders are held to a higher standard- Hughes 

 
Options- Goldsbrough Mort v Quinn 
Option: a promise to hold an offer open, where consideration has also been given (by the option holder) in return 
for the promise to keep the offer open.  

- UNIQUE PRINCIPAL AT COMMON LAW: A promise to keep an offer open for a specified period (an option) is 

not binding and can be revoked at any time prior to the expiration of the period, unless the promise is 

supported by consideration.  

- You cannot revoke an option if consideration has been given- you have to wait until the period expires, at 

which time it will lapse- Goldsbrough. If no consideration, you can revoke it.  

- If there is no consideration, the promise is nudum pactum and thus not binding.  

- Most civil law jurisdictions hold you to your promise because these jurisdictions don’t have consideration. 

 see CISG Article 16  

 
– Lord Denning- CoA- Gibson v Manchester- can determine if there is an agreement by looking at the 

factual matrix, non-conventional persuasive approach “look at the correspondence as a whole 

and at the conduct of the parties and see therefrom whether the parties have come to agreement 

on everything that was material” (departed from conventional approach of offer and acceptance) 

– Lord Diplock- House of Lords- Gibson v Manchester- use the conventional approach of offer and then 

acceptance to find an agreement but acknowledged that some contracts “do not fit easily into the 

normal analysis of offer and acceptance.”  
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– Lord Denning (minority) in Butler Machine Tool : Synthesis approach to work out battle of the forms 

where you put the two approaches together to create an amalgamated contract- “In many ...cases 

our traditional analysis of offer, counter-offer, rejection, acceptance and so forth is out of date...   

The better way is to look at all the documents passing between the parties - and glean from them, 

or from the conduct of the parties, whether they have reached agreement on all material points – 

even though there may be differences between the forms and conditions printed on the back of 

them” holistic approach  

– Stephen J in MacRobertson Miller Airline Services v Comm. of State Taxation: both approaches here 

were unconventional- That the ticket is the offer to fly and the acceptance is rocking up on the day 

after having a reasonable time to look over and agree to the terms and conditions v Barwick J: the 

ticket is the receipt of payment only and the reservation only, the offer is you turning up and the 

acceptance is the airline carrying you 

FULL NOTES FOR OFFER AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE 
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5 Certainty  

The main point of contracts is to facilitate commercial transactions with ease.  

Certainty 

• For a contract to be certain, it must have all essential terms, those terms must be sufficiently certain and not 

illusory. Otherwise the contract will be void (and inherently unenforceable)- Milne  

• Overlaps between what is in the contract (contract b) and if the contract exists (offer acceptance, 

consideration etc)  

• Very mixed up  

Completeness 

▪ Must be agreement between parties on all essential terms for the contract to be complete 

▪ Essential term: one that is inherent to the contract, the contract could not operate without that term-  

Jordan CJ- Tramways advertising v Luna Park (not on RG)  

▪ If a contract is incomplete it is inherently unenforceable because the contract doesn’t specify the obligations 

of parties AND it is also void.- Milne  

▪ The courts cannot fill gaps for essential terms as these have to be agreed upon by the parties- ANZ v Frost  

▪ Certain types of contract require certain terms are prescribed as essential 

▪ Leases: parties, subject matter/ property, commencement date, price payable- Whitlock v Brew  

▪ Sale of land: parties, subject matter/ property, price BUT NOT settlement date and other conveyancing steps 

since these can be implied- Hall v Busst  

▪ Sale of goods: subject matter/ goods, BUT price can be implied by s13 of the goods act conditional upon all 

other essential terms being agreed upon- ANZ v Frost  

S.13 Goods Act 1958 (Vic): will allow a term as to a reasonable price to be implied to an agreement where the 

contract is silent as to price. But this provision can only be relied upon where the parties have reached agreement 

on all other essential contractual terms. AND IT ONLY APPLIES TO GOODS 

Analogise to cases: 

▪ Milne v AG- the circulars did not contain enough terms to constitute a contract or intention or even an offer 

and so the new legislation applied  

▪ ANZ v Frost- the calendars had not been discussed in detail: nothing specifying the size, content, quality, 

layout, price or number of calendars. Thus they could not imply the price with s13 of the goods act, because 

all other essential terms must be agreed upon before you can do this.  

▪ Foley v CC- they deferred agreement/ made an agreement to agree on the price of petrol. Courts said you 

could imply a term that the petrol was to be exchanged for a reasonable price and be of a reasonable 

quality- courts endeavoured to save the contract because it had been partly performed.  

Gap Filling 

▪ Chilling and freezing- you can imply a term where the contract is silent on it and the content of the term you 

imply must be in line with the rest of the contract.  

▪ Courts will not never imply a term but are reluctant to do so  

▪ The courts can only fill in the gaps on terms where the parties don’t have to decide on it themselves- ie. can 

only fill in non-essential terms  

Consequence or effect of incompleteness depends on 3 issues: 

1) Importance or essentiality of the omitted term: essential terms must usually be agreed upon by the parties 

themselves (see above for exceptions which can be imposed if necessary)- ANZ v Frost  

2) The reasons for the omission  
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▪ whether the parties failed to agree on the issue if the parties negotiated and they can’t agree then 

there is no agreement and the contract will fail. NB: the courts often can’t fix this because they cannot 

make the parties agree.  

▪ whether it was a simple case of the parties not adverting their minds to the issue they didn’t think 

about the issue and so the courts are likely to imply the terms. The courts will ask what the parties 

would likely do if the problem was drawn to the attention of parties.  

▪ whether the parties deliberately deferred agreement on the issue “parties made an agreement to 

agree”: the court will look at the reason for deferral and possibly imply the terms  

• generally agreements to agree on terms are treated as if the contract is silent on 

that term, so the courts may not be able to fill the gap if it is an essential term. But 3 

exceptions:  

• If the agreement to agree was made in good faith it can be upheld  

• If there has been part performance of the contract (partly executed) the courts will 

endeavour to find the contract complete- Foley v Classique Coaches 1934 UK 

• Dispute resolution mechanism: Agreements to agree can still give a valid contract if 

the parties provide an effective Mechanism or formula to fill the gap where the 

implied term is/ supply the term, if they fail to reach agreement 

o Alternative Dispute Resolution: parties may also agree on a formula for 

settling a term which can be applied by the court in the event of a dispute.   

o Eg. It is common for a commercial lease to provide an option for renewal at 

rent to be agreed or failing agreement, to be determined by a valuer or 

arbitrator. 

o [but cf Whitlock v Brew below – arbitration clause failed because scope of 

arbitrator’s powers was limited to “interpretation and operation” of the 

clause, rather than to determine an amount – a rather pedantic approach 

3) Whether the contract is executed or executory  

Executory: to be executed in the future. Not a big issue, you can fix stuff in court.  

Executed: the contract has already come into force/ been executed/ partially performed. The court will endeavour 

to uphold a contract that has been partially performed and this can include upholding agreements to agree against 

the general rule- Foley v Classique Coaches  

Certainty cf meaninglessness  

▪ All essential terms must be sufficiently certain  

▪ The test for certainty is not a pedantic test- Chilling and freezing 

▪ Ambiguity does not equal uncertainty/ some ambiguity is allowed, so long as you can attribute some 

meaning to it, it can be found certain- Chilling and freezing 

▪ If there is ambiguity, you can refer to extrinsic evidence to give the term meaning.- Kirby J, Biotech  

▪ Chilling and freezing: the council raised the electricity prices when the electricity companies raised them as 

was stated in clause 5 but then they decided to raise them independently of the electricity companies and 

cheat the system. Chilling and freezing argued the clause was uncertain to get out of the contract.  

▪ Using reasonableness to find meaning: The courts can always use “reasonableness” to work out a price and 

will endeavour to do so where there has been part performance- Windeyer and Kitto JJ dissenting Hall v 

Busst (NOTE: the use of “reasonableness” is common today ) 

FULL NOTES FOR CERTAINTY AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE  
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10 Express Terms 

INCORPORATION OF EXPRESS TERMS INTO THE CONTRACT 

Signature 

• Red flag – signed agreement that has not been read 

• Signing a document containing contractual terms = incorporation of those terms - L’Estrange v F Graucob; 

Toll v Alphapharm 

• Applies even if you haven’t read the document - Fitness First v Chong 

• EXCEPTIONS:  

o Curtis v Chemical Cleaning: where the exclusion clause on the receipt that she had to sign it was 

much wider than what she had been told by the shop assistant.  

o 1- Not a contractual document: where RP wouldn’t reasonably believe that the document contains 

contractual terms - Curtis v Chemical Cleaning, Lord Denning 

See if it is contractual or non-contractual document normally, to satisfy RP test. 

o 2- There was misrepresentation, fraud, undue influence or duress as to the contractual nature of the 

document/ the extent of the contractual terms in the document. This nullifies the initial consent to 

accept the terms of the contract- Curtis v Chemical Cleaning, Lord Denning 

▪ Non est factum: a plea that a written agreement is invalid because the defendant was 

mistaken about its character when signing it. A defence to being held to the terms.  

▪ NOTE: If terms were misrepresented, consider whether an estoppel claim can be made out, 

or a claim for misleading and deceptive conduct (Contract B). 

• S9 ETA: provides that for electronic signatures, the requirement is met if an appropriately reliable method 

has been used to identify the person and show their intention in relation to being bound by the information 

communicated.  

o The act of clicking “I accept” on a website will usually be sufficient/have the same effect as signature 

in incorporating the terms proposed by the trader into the contract between the parties.  

• Policy as to why this exists: “Legal instruments of various kinds take their efficacy from signature or 

execution... to undermine that assumption would cause serious mischief.”- Toll v Alphapharm majority  

Notice 

• Red flags – terms on ticket or sign; onerous terms 

• You use this one for contracts that have been enforced but not signed/ don’t require a signature ie. buying a 

parking ticket, buying food etc. If there is a signature on the document, this precludes the incorporation of 

terms other than those in the signed doc.  

• 2 key elements to satisfy:  

1) TIMING:  

• Terms incorporated only if notice given before contract formation. Terms that are made after the agreement 

is formed cannot be incorporated – Oceanic Sun Line v Fay; eBay v Creative Festival 

• Depends on when you define the contract as being formed: if you move the moment of the formation of 

the contract to before the term was presented then THAT TERM CANNOT BE PART OF THE CONTRACT  

• Oceanic Sun Line v Fay: the terms that applied under the exchange order when the contract was formed at 

the travel agent’s in Aus could not be altered by the terms of the ticket that was exchanged for the exchange 

order months later.  

• eBay v Creative Festival: Clause 6 (which said that if you resold the ticket it became invalid) was only written 

on the back of the tickets and not seen by customers until after they had purchased the ticket, so the clause 

was not incorporated into most tickets sold and it was ok for people to sell them on eBay.   
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• Baltic shipping: the contract was formed at the time she was given the ticket, when she got on the cruise and 

not on the booking form. But this was because the booking form expressly stated that it was NOT the 

contract of carriage and the conditions of the contract were to be issued on the ticket, when the ticket was 

given. 

2) ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE OR REASONABLE NOTICE:  

• Party must have actual knowledge (ie know about the terms) or reasonable notice of the terms (ie. be able 

to see the terms on a sign that was clearly displayed) of that particular term before contract formation – 

Thornton v Shoe Lane Parking, Parker v South Eastern Railway 

• ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE: Knowing that a notice contains contractual terms and proceeding = incorporation of 

those terms. Applies even if notice was not actually read – Parker v South Eastern Railway (he saw that 

there was writing on the receipt but didn’t read it) 

• Use these points to prove either actual knowledge or res notice:  

• Would a RP reasonably think this document was normally non-contractual? If yes, reasonable steps must 

be taken to bring the terms to the other party’s notice: Causer v Brown  

o Onus is on the shop to prove customer was aware/ ought to be treated as being aware, that the 

docket contained special contractual conditions in contrast to being a mere docket- Causer v Brown  

• The terms need to be readily available if the party is to acquire actual knowledge or be given “reasonable 

notice” – Thornton; NSW Lotteries v Kuzmanovski  

• NSW Lotteries v Kuzmanovski: the term relating to the fact that the scratchie was regulated by the act was 

clearly stated on the ticket in capital letters. However, bathe and swim were synonymous so he got 20K.  

• Thornton v Shoe Lane Parking, Lord Denning- Sufficient notice must be given to the particular “condition” 

being enforced, rather than notice that “conditions” existed. You have to give notice so that it is seen before 

the parking ticket is received/ contract formed. “In order to be incorporated, you need to put it as an 

obvious sign with a red hand pointing to it or something equally as startling” 

• Onerous terms (ie exclusion clauses) need to be made very clear in order to be incorporated - Baltic 

Shipping v Dillon; Causer v Brown 

• Baltic shipping, Kirby and Gleeson JJ: the exclusion clause was not made available even when the ticket was 

issued. And it was phrased in a funny way. Shipping company has a responsibility to bring unusual conditions 

to the notice of passengers before they can be bound by them. 

• Causer v Brown: the exclusion clause was onerous so attention needed to be drawn to it 

• Interfoto v Stiletto: the clause relating to the late fee for the photos was extremely onerous and unusual 

and proportionally reasonable notice needed to be given.  

FULL NOTES FOR EXPRESS TERMS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE 

 


